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Salt bridges play an important role in protein folding and in supramolecular chemistry, but they are difficult to detect and characterize in solution. Here, we investigate salt bridges between glutamate (Glu\(^-\)) and arginine (Arg\(^+\)) using two-dimensional infrared (2D-IR) spectroscopy. The 2D-IR spectrum of a salt-bridged dimer shows cross peaks between the vibrational modes of Glu\(^-\) and Arg\(^+\), which provide a sensitive structural probe of Glu\(^-\)···Arg\(^+\) salt bridges. We use this probe to investigate a \(\beta\)-turn locked by a salt bridge, an \(\alpha\)-helical peptide whose structure is stabilized by salt bridges, and a coiled coil that is stabilized by intra- and intermolecular salt bridges. We detect a bidentate salt bridge in the \(\beta\)-turn, a monodentate one in the \(\alpha\)-helical peptide, and both salt-bridge geometries in the coiled coil. To our knowledge, this is the first time 2D-IR has been used to probe tertiary side chain interactions in peptides, and our results show that 2D-IR spectroscopy is a powerful method for investigating salt bridges in solution. © 2015 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4921064]

I. INTRODUCTION

Salt bridges are hydrogen-bonded ion pairs that play a fundamental role in inter- and intramolecular self-assembly processes. In supramolecular chemistry, salt bridges are used to design new systems.\(^1\)\(^–\)\(^3\) Salt bridges also play a role in the intramolecular self assembly (folding) of proteins, where they mediate long-range, tertiary interactions. Salt bridges are a somewhat special case among these interactions, because in many cases it is still not clear whether or not they stabilize the folded conformation of proteins. There is widespread evidence for the presence of salt bridges in stable conformations,\(^4\)\(^–\)\(^7\) but the salt-bridge interaction is often found to be energetically unfavorable.\(^5\)\(^–\)\(^7\) More importantly, salt bridges can also play a role in the dynamics and functionality of proteins.\(^7\)\(^–\)\(^12\) Therefore, a time-resolved structural probe of salt bridges in solution would be a valuable tool to clarify the role that they play in the structure and dynamics of functionally active proteins.

NMR is the standard method to detect salt bridges in solution,\(^13\) but the time resolution of NMR is generally not sufficient to resolve protein dynamics and structural information is not easy to obtain. In the past decade, multi-dimensional vibrational spectroscopy has emerged as a powerful tool to probe the structure of peptides and proteins,\(^14\)\(^–\)\(^18\) in particular by probing the amide I band (which arises from vibrational modes of the backbone) with two-dimensional infrared (2D-IR) spectroscopy.\(^19\)\(^–\)\(^21\) The ultrashort pulses used to perform 2D-IR experiments allow a picosecond time resolution for the dynamics of the system, which makes 2D-IR ideally suited for time-resolved experiments.\(^22\)\(^–\)\(^24\) Here, we demonstrate how 2D-IR spectroscopy can be used to detect salt bridges in peptides in solution by investigating the interaction between vibrational modes of arginine (Arg\(^+\)) and glutamate (Glu\(^-\)). We show that as a result of the spatial proximity of the side chains of these amino acids when they form a salt bridge, their local vibrational modes are coupled, and this coupling is directly observable as cross peaks in the corresponding 2D-IR spectrum. We investigate a series of increasingly complex systems where salt bridges between Arg\(^+\) and Glu\(^-\) have a structural function. First, we study an isolated salt bridge between methylguanidinium (MeGdm\(^+\)) and acetate (Ac\(^-\)) to demonstrate that it is possible to detect the salt bridge between Arg\(^+\) and Glu\(^-\) in solution through the off-diagonal response in the 2D-IR spectrum. Subsequently, we study a \(\beta\)-turn peptide that is stabilized by an intramolecular salt bridge between Arg\(^+\) and Glu\(^-\), an \(\alpha\)-helical peptide that is stabilized by three Arg\(^+\)···Glu\(^-\) salt bridges, and a coiled coil whose intra and interhelical (tertiary) structure is stabilized by this type of salt bridges. From the 2D-IR response of these systems we find that in peptides two types of Arg\(^+\)···Glu\(^-\) salt bridge occur, with a monodentate and a bidentate hydrogen-bond geometry.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Sample preparations

Methylguanidine-HCl (>98% purity) and tetrabutylammonium acetate (>97% purity) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification. Hydrogen-deuteron exchange of the carboxyl and guanidinium groups...
of these molecules was achieved by evaporating the compounds from excess D$_2$O, and measurements were performed using a 400 mM solution in dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) at room temperature (23 °C), conditions that ensure more than 90% dimer formation. The β-turn, the α-helical peptide, and the coiled-coil peptide were custom-synthesized by GL Biochem Ltd. (>95% purity). Remaining trifluoroacetate (TFA) was removed from the α-helical peptide and the coiled-coil peptide by repeated freeze drying from a 0.1M solution of DCI in D$_2$O. In this manner, hydrogen-deuterium exchange of the NH groups was also achieved. The β-turn sample contained a ~100 mM of TFA that was not removed; hydrogen-deuterium exchange was achieved by evaporation from excess D$_2$O. TFA has been found to form salt bridges with methylguanidinium, but we found from MD simulations that the presence of TFA in solution with the β-turn does not affect the results presented here. Measurements on the β-turn were done using a 50 mM concentration in DMSO, at room temperature and neutral pH. The α-helical peptide was measured using a 12 mM concentration in D$_2$O, at 2 °C and neutral pH. The coiled-coil peptide was measured using a 25 mM concentration in D$_2$O, at 2 °C and neutral pH. To adjust the pH of the samples, aliquots of NaOD or DCI were added. The pD of the β-turn was adjusted in a D$_2$O solution and afterwards the sample was freeze-dried and dissolved in DMSO. None of the peptides showed signs of aggregation at the conditions described above. For all measurements, droplets of the solutions were placed between CaF$_2$ windows (2 mm thick), separated by a teflon spacer of 10–100 μm.

B. 2D-IR measurements

2D-IR spectra were measured with a pump-probe femtosecond setup described elsewhere. Briefly, 35 fs pulses (800 nm, 3.2 mJ, 1 kHz) pump an optical parametric amplifier to obtain an approximately Gaussian spectrum centered at ~1580 cm$^{-1}$ (16 μJ, <100 fs, 150 cm$^{-1}$ FWHM). This beam is split into pump, probe, and reference beams. The central-frequency of the narrow-band-pump beam is adjusted by means of a Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) (~10 cm$^{-1}$ FWHM, pulse duration ~1.5 ps). Side maxima in the spectrum transmitted by the FPI are eliminated by using long- and short-pass filters. The sample is pumped with the resulting ~1 μJ energy. By means of a λ/2 plate, the pump beam was rotated 45° with respect to the probe beam. The focal diameter at the pump and probe overlap on the sample was ~200 μm, and the pump-probe delay was 1.2 ps. Parallel- and perpendicular-polarization signals were measured by a 90° rotation of a polarizer placed after the sample. We construct the isotropic spectrum from the parallel and perpendicular polarization of pump and probe pulses using the expression $\Delta \alpha_{iso} = \frac{1}{2} (\Delta \alpha || + 2 \Delta \alpha \perp)$.

C. Ab initio calculations

The geometry-optimization and normal-mode calculations were performed using Gaussian09 at the MP2 level of theory using the 6-311+G(d) basis sets.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Isolated salt bridge

We have shown previously that 2D-IR spectroscopy can be used to detect and characterize a salt bridge between guanidinium (Gdm$^+$) and Ac$^-$. We found that two degenerate CN$_3$D$_4^+$ vibrational modes of Gdm$^+$, centered at ~1590 cm$^{-1}$, split up as a result of their coupling with the COO$^-$ antisymmetric stretch of Ac$^-$, which shows a concomitant red shift. When one of the hydrogens of Gdm$^+$ is substituted by a methyl group, methylguanidinium (MeGdm$^+$) is obtained, which is a good model for the side chain of arginine. The methyl substitution breaks the D$_3$ symmetry of Gdm$^+$, and a solvent-independent frequency splitting between its two vibrational modes is induced, resulting in two IR-active modes centered at 1578 cm$^{-1}$ and 1608 cm$^{-1}$. Figure 1(d) shows the FTIR spectrum of MeGdm$^+$ in DMSO, where the above-mentioned bands are visible. These two modes were found to be strongly coupled in Gdm$^+$, and a similar coupling is expected for MeGdm$^+$. When a salt bridge between MeGdm$^+$ and Ac$^-$ is formed, there are two possible geometries in which bidentate hydrogen bonding is possible. The “end-on” geometry, shown in Figure 1(a), involves binding with two NH$_2$ moieties. The “side-on” geometry, shown in Figure 1(b), involves the methyl-substituted N atom as one of the binding sites. Additionally, there are several possible monodentate binding geometries, one of which is shown in Figure 1(c). It is to be expected that each geometry has different binding strength and, as a consequence, different frequency splittings between the vibrational modes of MeGdm$^+$ that couple to the Ac$^-$ mode upon salt-bridge formation. Figure 1(d) shows the infrared absorption spectrum of the MeGdm$^+$···Ac$^-$ dimer in DMSO. The band at 1550 cm$^{-1}$ is due to the antisymmetric stretch of the COO$^-$ moiety of Ac$^-$. At higher frequencies there are four bands of MeGdm$^+$ (indicated with arrows), which we assign to different binding geometries of the dimer. To confirm this assignment, we performed ab initio calculations on MeGdm$^+$, on the two bidentate binding geometries of the MeGdm$^+$···Ac$^-$ dimer, and on the monodentate geometry of Figure 1(c). The resulting infrared spectra are shown in Figure 1(e). For isolated MeGdm$^+$ there are two IR-active modes, in agreement with our measurement and previous calculations. The calculated infrared spectra of both bidentate geometries of the MeGdm$^+$···Ac$^-$ dimer consist of three bands. The lowest frequency band at ~1550 cm$^{-1}$ corresponds to the COO$^-$ antisymmetric stretch of Ac$^-$. The other two bands correspond to CN$_3$D$_4^+$ modes of MeGdm$^+$, both of which are strongly mixed with the COO$^-$ vibration of Ac$^-$. In the calculated spectra, the splitting between the MeGdm$^+$ and Ac$^-$ bands is larger for the side-on geometry, which indicates that the coupling strength is larger in this configuration than in the end-on geometry. For both geometries, a value for the coupling between the vibrational modes of MeGdm$^+$ and Ac$^-$ is difficult to estimate directly from the changes in the IR frequencies upon salt-bridge formation. This is because these frequency changes are caused not only by the couplings, but also by local-mode frequency changes upon MeGdm$^+$···Ac$^-$ hydrogen bonding. However, in the previously reported Gdm$^+$···Ac$^-$ dimer, for which we
performed a full exciton-model analysis of the 2D-IR spectrum and found couplings with magnitudes of \( \sim 10 \text{ cm}^{-1} \). In the \textit{ab initio} calculation, the monodentate geometry of Figure 1(c) was not a global energy minimum (\( \Delta E > 9 \text{ kcal/mol} \)), and therefore it is probably not significantly populated. However, it is worth noting that in this geometry, the high-frequency MeGdm\(^+\) mode does not show mixing with the COO\(^-\) stretch mode of Ac\(^-\) (see Table S1 in the supplementary material\(^{[3]} \) for the atom participation in the normal modes for all geometries).

We measure 2D-IR spectra of MeGdm\(^+\)···Ac\(^-\) solution in DMSO to investigate if the couplings between the modes of MeGdm\(^+\) and Ac\(^-\) predicted by the calculations are observable. Figure 1(f) shows the 2D-IR spectrum of the MeGdm\(^+\)···Ac\(^-\) dimer for perpendicular polarization of pump and probe pulses. The negative absorption changes (blue) along the diagonal are due to the ground-state bleaching plus the \( \nu = 1 \rightarrow 0 \) stimulated emission of each of the pumped modes. The positive absorption changes (red) are due to the \( \nu = 1 \rightarrow 2 \) induced absorption. When \( \nu_{\text{pump}} = \nu_{\text{Ac}^-} \) (1550 cm\(^{-1}\)), cross peaks in the off-diagonal region of the 2D-IR spectrum are observed, each consisting of a negative and positive absorption change, at each of the three MeGdm\(^+\) modes in the frequency range probed (the mode with highest frequency is outside this frequency range). A cross section of the 2D-IR spectrum at this pump frequency for parallel and (scaled) perpendicular polarizations is shown in Figure 1(f), where the response of each of the MeGdm\(^+\) modes upon excitation of the Ac\(^-\) mode is seen more clearly. The difference in the intensity ratios of the cross peaks with respect to the diagonal peaks in the parallel and scaled perpendicular cross sections indicates that the angle between the transition-dipole moments of the coupled modes is nonzero.\(^{[34]} \) As mentioned before, the \textit{ab initio} calculation shows that in the side-on geometry there is a larger coupling between the Ac\(^-\) mode and the two MeGdm\(^+\) modes (manifest as a larger frequency splitting). This difference allows us to assign the 1570 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1605 cm\(^{-1}\) bands to the end-on geometry, and the 1590 cm\(^{-1}\) and \( \sim 1640 \text{ cm}^{-1} \) bands to the side-on geometry, as indicated in Figure 1(g). The calculation predicts similar extinction coefficients for both binding geometries (see Figure 1(e)), which means that their population can be correlated to their relative intensities in the IR spectra. Additionally, in the 2D-IR spectrum the magnitude of the cross peak is influenced by the magnitude of the diagonal peaks of the coupled modes, and we can conclude that because the MeGdm\(^+\) band at 1590 cm\(^{-1}\) (assigned to the side-on geometry) is less intense than the other two, the side-on geometry is less populated.

![Molecular picture and infrared](image)

\textbf{FIG. 1.} Molecular picture and infrared response of the MeGdm\(^+\)···Ac\(^-\) dimer. (a) End-on geometry, which allows bidentate binding with two \( \text{NH}_2 \) moieties. (b) Side-one geometry, which has \( \text{NH}_2 \) and methyl-substituted \( \text{N} \) atom as binding sites. (c) One of the possible monodentandate geometries, which involves only one oxygen from the carboxylate group of Ac\(^-\). (d) FTIR spectrum of MeGdm\(^+\) and of the MeGdm\(^+\)···Ac\(^-\) dimer in deuterated DMSO (solvent subtracted). (e) Infrared spectrum obtained from \textit{ab initio} calculations for the two possible bidentate MeGdm\(^+\)···Ac\(^-\) geometries and for isolated MeGdm\(^+\). (f) 2D-IR spectrum for perpendicular polarization of the pump and probe pulses. The contour intervals are 0.2 m O.D. (g) Scaled cross sections of the parallel and perpendicular 2D-IR spectra for \( \nu_{\text{pump}} = \nu_{\text{Ac}^-} \) (indicated by a dashed line in the 2D plot).

**B. \( \beta \)-turn locked by a salt bridge**

To investigate if 2D-IR can be used to detect salt bridges in peptides, we first study a \( \beta \)-turn held together by a salt bridge between Arg\(^+\) and Glu\(^-\) when solvated in DMSO.\(^{[35]} \) The peptide has the amino acid sequence

\[
\text{Ac} \rightarrow \text{Arg} \rightarrow \text{Ala} \rightarrow \text{Gly} \rightarrow \text{Glu} \rightarrow \text{NHEt}. \\
\text{salt bridge}
\]

Salt-bridge formation is favored by the flexibility of glycine and alanine, and the fact that the only charges in the molecule...
are those of Arg$^+$ and Glu$^-$. Isolated Arg$^+$ has the same spectrum as MeGdm$^+$, with two IR-active modes centered at 1578 cm$^{-1}$ (Arg$_{LF}^+$) and 1608 cm$^{-1}$ (Arg$_{HF}^+$). In the $\beta$-turn, where Arg$^+$ forms a salt bridge with the side chain of Glu$^-$ (illustrated in Figure 2(a)), the frequency splitting between Arg$_{LF}^+$ and Arg$_{HF}^+$ is larger, as can be seen in the FTIR spectrum of the $\beta$-turn shown in Figure 2(b). This larger frequency splitting is already an indication of the existence of an interaction between the vibrational modes of the side chains of Arg$^+$ and Glu$^-$ in the $\beta$-turn. The 2D-IR spectrum unambiguously confirms the existence of a coupling, and hence of a salt bridge, between the side chains of Arg$^+$ and Glu$^-$. The isotopic 2D-IR spectrum of the $\beta$-turn is shown in Figure 2(c). Along the diagonal the bleach and induced absorption of the carboxylate mode and the two Arg$^+$ modes are clearly visible, but their inhomogeneous widths, manifest as the elongation along the diagonal of the 2D-IR spectrum, are larger than in the MeGdm$^+\cdots\text{Ac}^-$ dimer. This indicates a larger conformational variation of the $\beta$-turn, probably as a result of the heterogeneity in the backbone conformation of the peptide. In the off-diagonal region there are cross peaks between the two Arg$^+$ modes, and also between each of these modes and the Glu$^-$ mode. Figure 2(d) shows cross sections for $\nu_{\text{pump}} = \nu_{\text{Gluc}}$ (for parallel and perpendicular polarizations of pump and probe pulses), in which the cross peaks between Glu$^-$ and both of the Arg$^+$ modes are more clearly visible. In the supplementary material Figure S2 we show the $3\Delta\nu_{\perp} - 2\Delta\nu_{\|}$ difference spectrum of the $\beta$-turn, where all mentioned cross peaks are visible. The cross peaks between the Glu$^-$ mode and both of the Arg$^+$ modes show that there is a coupling between these modes, and the fact that we are able to measure this coupling for the $\beta$-turn shows that we can detect Arg$^+\cdots\text{Glu}^-$ salt bridges in peptides in solution. The 2D-IR response of the $\beta$-turn shows only one pair of Arg$^+$ bands, indicating that, in contrast to the dimer of Sec. III A, only one salt-bridge geometry occurs. Based on the similarity of the frequencies to the ones in the bidentate dimer, this geometry is most likely the bidentate end-on geometry.

C. $\alpha$-helical peptide in aqueous solution

To investigate if 2D-IR can also be used to detect salt bridges in aqueous solution, we studied an $\alpha$-helical peptide stabilized by three Glu$^-\cdots\text{Arg}^+$ salt bridges. The amino acid sequence of this $\alpha$-helical peptide is

\[
\text{Ac} - \text{Ala} - (\text{Glu} - \text{Ala} - \text{Ala} - \text{Ala} - \text{Arg})_3 - \text{NH}_2,
\]

and its molecular structure is illustrated in Figure 3(a). The FTIR spectrum of the $\alpha$-helical peptide in the 1550-1670 cm$^{-1}$ region is shown in Figure 3(b). As before, the lowest-frequency band is due to the Glu$^-$ residue. The bands at 1585 and 1605 cm$^{-1}$ are due to the Arg$_{LF}^+$ and Arg$_{HF}^+$ modes, respectively. The band centered at 1630 cm$^{-1}$ is the amide I band, whose central frequency is sensitive to the $\alpha$-helical content of the peptide. The Glu$^-$ band is at a higher frequency than in the MeGdm$^+\cdots\text{Ac}^-$ dimer and the $\beta$-turn because of solvation by water. The isotropic 2D-IR spectrum of this peptide is shown in Figure 3(c). The cross peaks between the two Arg$^+$ modes are evident, but the cross peaks between these modes and the Glu$^-$ mode are difficult to see in the 2D-IR spectrum. However, in a cross section for $\nu_{\text{pump}} = \nu_{\text{Arg}^+}$, an off-diagonal response is observed at the frequency of the Glu$^-$ mode. This response, although small, has a characteristic bisignate cross-
peak line shape and a polarization-dependent magnitude that clearly indicate that it is a cross peak. However, no cross peak is observed for $\nu_{\text{pump}} = \nu_{\text{Arg}^{+}}$ mode (see supplementary material Figures S3 for additional cross sections), which indicates that the Glu$^-$ mode is only coupled to the Ar$^{+}_{\text{LF}}$ mode. This result suggests a monodentate salt-bridge geometry, similar to the one showed in Figure 1(c), for which the Ac$^-$ mode is only coupled to the low-frequency MeGdm$^+$ mode. A cross section for $\nu_{\text{pump}} = \nu_{\text{Glu}^-}$ is not useful for detecting very small Glu$^-$/Ar$^{+}_{\text{LF}}$ cross peaks because these are overwhelmed by the tail of the diagonal peak of the Ar$^{+}_{\text{LF}}$ mode. To confirm that the cross peak between Glu$^-$ and Ar$^{+}_{\text{LF}}$ arises from a salt bridge, we added 6M NaCl to the system, which screens the salt-bridge interaction while disrupting the $\alpha$-helical structure of the peptide. Figure 3(b) shows the FTIR spectrum of the unfolded peptide. The amide I$'$/Ar$^{+}_{\text{LF}}$ cross peaks because these are overwhelmed by the tail of the diagonal peak of the Ar$^{+}_{\text{LF}}$ mode. To confirm that the cross peak between Glu$^-$ and Ar$^{+}_{\text{LF}}$ arises from a salt bridge, we added 6M NaCl to the system, which screens the salt-bridge interaction while disrupting the $\alpha$-helical structure of the peptide. Figure 3(b) shows the FTIR spectrum of the unfolded peptide. The amide I$'$ band undergoes a blue shift that is indicative of the loss of $\alpha$-helical structure. The Ar$^{+}_{\text{LF}}$ mode redshifts and the Glu$^-$ and Ar$^{+}_{\text{HF}}$ modes remain almost unchanged. The off-diagonal region of the 2D-IR spectrum in the salt-bridge region, which is shown in Figure 3(e), provides the explanation for these shifts. The cross peak between Glu$^-$ and Ar$^{+}_{\text{LF}}$ detected for the folded peptide has vanished. This is clearly seen in the cross section for $\nu_{\text{pump}} = \nu_{\text{Arg}^{+}_{\text{LF}}}$ mode, shown in Figure 3(f), in which the cross-peak feature at the Glu$^-$ frequency has disappeared. As a result of the loss of coupling with the Glu$^-$ side chain, the Ar$^{+}_{\text{LF}}$ frequency lowers. The Glu$^-$ mode also redshifts, but probably because of hydrogen bonding with the surrounding water. These observations prove that the cross peak between Ar$^{+}_{\text{LF}}$ and Glu$^-$ in the folded conformation of the $\alpha$-helical peptide arises because of a salt bridge, and the fact that the Glu$^-$ mode is only coupled to the Ar$^{+}_{\text{LF}}$ mode suggests a monodentate rather than a bidentate salt-bridge geometry. To further confirm this structure assignment, we determined the number and relative probability of side-chain rotamers that allow the formation of Glu$^-$···Ar$^{+}$ salt bridges in the $\alpha$-helical peptide (see supplementary material Figure S6 and accompanying text for details). We find that there are three
different accessible rotameric isomers in which salt bridging is possible, and all of them involve only one of the NH groups of the side chain of Arg\(^+\). This finding supports the presence of a monodentate salt bridge that we detect in the 2D-IR spectra.

### D. Coiled coil stabilized by salt bridges

Finally, we have investigated if salt bridges stabilizing tertiary structures can be probed with 2D-IR spectroscopy. We studied a coiled coil, a protein structural motif consisting of two or more \(\alpha\)-helical peptides that are wrapped around each other in a superhelical fashion.\(^{38,39}\) Coiled coils are amongst the most ubiquitous folding motifs found in proteins and have not only been identified in the structure of proteins, but are also involved in various intracellular regulation processes.\(^{40}\) They are also used as model system to study protein folding and stability due to their small size and because they have both short-range interactions which stabilize the monomeric \(\alpha\)-helices and long-range interactions responsible for oligomeric packing. The coiled-coil peptide that we investigated was designed \textit{de novo} and characterized before\(^{41}\) is highly \(\alpha\)-helical and forms 100\% dimers in solution under physiological conditions. Its folded conformation is stabilized by a complex network of inter- and intrahelical salt bridges, the most important ones being between Arg\(^+\) and Glu\(^-\). The peptide has the sequence

\[
\text{Suc} \rightarrow \overbrace{\text{D ELERKIRLE ARIK}}^{(i+4)} \rightarrow \overbrace{\text{NH}_{2}}^{(i-4)},
\]

where “Suc” at the N-terminus stands for a succinyl group. In Figure 4(a) we show the three-dimensional structure of this peptide obtained with X-ray crystallography.\(^{41}\) Note that in the crystal, the peptide packs into coiled-coil trimers rather than dimers. In this figure, we show explicitly the side groups of Arg\(^6\) and Glu\(^{11}\) (underlined in the sequence), which are involved in the interhelical salt bridge that stabilizes the coiled coil (for both dimers and trimers). In the crystal structure, the intrahelical salt bridge network shows more structural variability, with many possible salt bridges between Arg\(^+\) and

---

**FIG. 4.** (a) Molecular representation of the \(\alpha\)-helical coiled coil obtained with X-ray crystallography.\(^{41}\) The side chains of Arg\(^6\) and Glu\(^{11}\) are drawn explicitly. (b) FTIR spectrum of the coiled coil in D\(_2\)O solution. 2D-IR spectra for (c) parallel, (d) perpendicular polarizations of pump and probe pulses, the contour intervals are 0.17 and 0.06, respectively. Cross sections of the 2D-IR spectra for parallel and (scaled) perpendicular polarizations of pump and probe pulses for \(\nu_{\text{pump}}\) resonant with (e) Arg\(^+_6\) and (f) Arg\(^+_6\)HF, indicated by the dashed lines in (c) and (d), respectively.
Glutamic Acid (Glu). It was however found previously that in α helices salt bridges between Glu" and Arg" at a distance of four and three residues (i + 4 and i + 3) are in general more favorable than those between Arg" and Glu" (i.e., in reverse order) at the same distance. Hence, in the peptide sequence we only consider the possible Glu"−···Arg"− salt bridges with i + 4 and i + 3 spacing. Due to sterical constraints similar to those in the α-helical peptide, these intrahelical salt bridges are most likely monodentate ones. The Arg6"−···Glu11"− interhelical salt bridge lacks these constraints, and might have a different geometry than the intrahelical salt bridges, and therefore a different 2D-IR response. The three-dimensional structure of Figure 4(a) suggests a bidentate geometry for this salt bridge. Figure 4(b) shows the FTIR spectrum of the coiled coil, which as before consists of three bands. The lowest-frequency band arises from the antisymmetric COO" stretch of Glu", the other two bands from Arg". The 2D-IR spectra of the coiled coil are shown in Figures 4(c) and 4(d). Along the diagonal, the spectra consist of the three bands that are also visible in the FTIR spectrum, and a weaker response is seen in the off-diagonal region. Cross peaks between the two Arg" modes and the Glu" mode are better visible in the cross sections shown in Figures 4(e) and 4(f), which consist of cross sections for parallel and perpendicular polarizations of pump and probe pulses, as well as for the weighted difference for νpump = νArgHF and νArgHF, respectively. The cross section for νpump = νArgHF shows two distinctive cross peaks for the Glu" mode frequency (labeled Glu" and Glu"2, as indicated in the figure). The cross section for νpump = νArgHF, however shows cross peaks only with the Glu" mode. This observation suggests that there are two different salt-bridge geometries in the coiled coil, giving rise to the two types of 2D-IR response that we detect. In Secs. III A–III C, we showed indications that a salt bridge in which Glu" couples to only the Arg6" mode is a monodentate one (like the α-helical peptide presented in Sec. III C), whereas a salt bridge in which Glu" couples to both Arg" modes is a bidentate one (and as a result shifting to a lower frequency due to the stronger coupling, similarly to what we observed for the β-turn). Hence, the Glu"− mode, which is coupled only to the Arg6" mode, indicates a monodentate salt-bridge geometry, very likely to occur in the intrahelical salt bridges (highlighted in the peptide sequence) that adopt this geometry due to sterical constraints imposed by the helical structure of the backbone. The Glu"− mode of Figure 4(e), which is coupled to both Arg" modes, indicates a bidentate salt bridge, most likely the interhelical Arg6"−···Glu11"− salt bridge, in agreement with the molecular representation of Figure 4(a). In the supplementary material Figure S5 we show cross sections for νpump resonant with Glu" and Glu"2 frequencies. The two different Glu"− modes cannot be distinguished along the diagonal because their separation is about 15 cm⁻¹, which is most likely less than their inhomogeneous widths. Furthermore, there is only one Glu" group and three Glu"2 groups per helix in the coiled coil, so that the diagonal peak of the former is much less intense than that of the latter.

To determine if excitation transfer contributes to the observed cross peaks, we investigated the intensity of the cross peaks as a function of delay between pump and probe pulses for νpump = νArgHF (see supplementary material Figure S7). We find that the cross peak between the two Arg" increases with waiting time, in agreement with previous results. We also find that the Glu"− cross peak has a larger relative intensity at longer delays, which indicates that the ArgHF/Glu"− cross peaks are caused by both coherent coupling and excitation transfer. The intensities of the cross peaks at 1.2 ps delay can therefore not be related directly to vibrational cross anharmonicities. At short delay, this assignment might be possible, but our experimental configuration does not allow such measurement because of the duration of our narrow-band pump pulse.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have shown that 2D-IR spectroscopy is a robust and widely applicable probe of salt bridges. We use this probe to detect the salt bridge in solution between Arg" and Glu" in a dimer, a β-turn, an α-helical peptide, and a coiled coil. We can distinguish salt bridges with different hydrogen-bond geometries: bidentate geometries are present in the dimer and the β-turn, a monodentate geometry is present in the α-helical peptide, and both geometries are present in the coiled coil. The monodentate geometry arises most likely due to sterical constraints that restrict the intrinsically preferred rotameric conformations of the side chains involved in the salt bridge. 2D-IR spectroscopy can also be used to study salt bridges in larger peptides and proteins, since intrinsic complications such as spectral crowding can be overcome by using isotopic labels: 15N for Arg" (~40 cm⁻¹ redshift) and 18O for Glu" (~10 cm⁻¹ redshift).

The results presented here demonstrate a method for probing salt bridges in solution with picosecond time resolution, that is ideally suited for time-resolved experiments to investigate systems in which salt bridges are structurally or functionally relevant. Such detection and characterization of salt bridges in solution should bring new insights into the controversial role that they play in the structure, folding dynamics, and biochemical functioning of proteins.
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